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CHARACTERIZATION OF CdTe WITH PHOTOELECTRONIC TECHNIQUES

A. M. MANCINI and C. MANFREDOTTI

Istituto di Fisica, Bari and Sezione I. N. F. N., Bari, Italy

and

C. DE BLASI, G. MICOCCI and A. TEPORE

Istituto di Fisica, Lecce, Italy

Résumé. 2014 Des mesures de courants thermostimulés ou limités par charge d’espace ont été
employées pour caractériser des cristaux de tellurure de cadmium préparés soit par la méthode de
Bridgman (avec différents niveaux de dopage à l’In) soit par le procédé THM sous solvant tellure
(avec dopage au C1). Les pièges suivants ont été identifiés : pour les trous, des niveaux localisés
à 0,07, 0,14, 0,25, 0,36 eV de la bande de valence, pour les électrons à 0,05, 0,34, 052 et 0,62 eV
de la bande de conduction. A partir des mesures de résistivité en fonction de la température il a
été possible de déterminer les niveaux donneurs et accepteurs, respectivement. L’analyse des courbes
de courants thermostimulés et de charge d’espace a été effectuée de plusieurs façons, afin de déter-
miner les conditions optimales d’analyse. Finalement, les mérites respectifs de ces deux procédés
de caractérisation seront discutés dans le cas où elles sont mises en 0153uvre sur CdTe.

Abstract. 2014 Thermally stimulated current (TSC) and space-charge limited current (SCLC)
measurements have been performed in CdTe grown by Bridgman method with various In dopings
and grown from Te-rich solution with Cl doping. Hole traps have been evidenced at 0.07, 0.14,
0.25 and 0.36 eV from valence band, while electron traps are at 0.05, 0.34, 0.52 and 0.62 eV from
conduction band. Measurements of activation energies of resistivity vs temperature curves indicate
which of these should correspond to donors or acceptors centers. Various methods of analysis
were used both for TSC and for SCLC results, in order to determine the more suitable ones.
Finally TSC and SCLC are compared and discussed as methods for CdTe characterization.

REVUE DE PHYSIQUE APPLIQUÉE TOME 12, FÉVRIER 1977, PAGE

1. Introduction. - The development of CdTe as
room temperature y-ray detector poses severe problems
concerning its characterization and, particularly, the
determination of shallow and deep traps, which
contribute to deteriorate its detector performance.
To this purpose, techniques concerning transient

currents, obtained either by nuclear [1, 2] or optical [3]
excitation have been used and, recently, TSC tech-
niques [4, 5] have been applied, in order to correlate
somehow the levels spectroscopy with the detector
characteristics. Both techniques suffer some disadvan-
tage since, for instance, TSC is more suitable for
shallow levels, while deep levels are certainly those
playing a fundamental role in limiting the trapping
time. Time-of-flight methods, either in space-charge
limited or in space-charge free configurations are

cumbersome, can be used only for a good CdTe and give
informations on traps only in a relatively complicated
way.
The aim of this paper is to demonstrate that, by

using simultaneously TSC and SCLC methods one can
obtain a complete spectroscopy of the trapping levels
for the sample investigated in a simple way, both from
an experimental and analytical point of view. In

REVUE DE PHYSIQUE APPLIQUÉE. - T. 12, N- 2, FÉVRIER 1977

particular, the advantages of using the steady-state
SCLC method for detecting deep-lying traps with

relatively low densities are discussed.

2. Experimental procédure. - CdTe crystals used
for the present investigation were grown by the Bridg-
man technique, by adding quantities ranging from
1 ppm to 20 ppm of In to the starting material. Some
crystals, obtained from Hughes Res. Lab., were grown
by the same method. All these crystals turned to be
n-type, with resistivities ranging from 105 Fol cm to

1010 cm. Other samples, grown from Te-rich solu-
tion and Cl-doped (400 ppm of CdCl2 added to the
starting charge) were p-type, with resistivities of the
order of 10’ S2 cm.
For TSC measurements, the samples were equipped

with semitransparent 100 A thick Au contacts obtained
by vacuum evaporation (p - 10-5 torr). The samples
were then mounted in a N2 cryostat together with a Pt
resistance thermometer. Constant rates of about 2 deg/s
were obtained between 77 K and RT. Traps were filled
by illuminating the samples at the lowest temperature
with filtered (average A = 0.35 Il) highly absorbed
interband light. It was then possible, by changing the
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voltage polarity, to select between electron and hole
trapping centers.
For SCLC measurements, alloyed Au contacts,

obtained by heat-treatment of thick evaporated
contacts, were used. Also In or Al contacts were

sometimes used, with no appreciable difference in

measured I-V characteristics. Sample thickness ranged
between 200 03BC and 1 000 é, with a contact surface area
of about 10 mm2.
Some samples were characterized by means of

a-particles : for solution grown samples, /1/C + products
of 8 x 10-6 cm’ V-1 for holes and of 4 x lO-6 CM2 V-1
for electrons were obtained. Bridgman grown samples
had a maximum Jl1:+ = 4 x 10-4 cm2 V-1 for elec-
trons and 03BC03C4+ ~ 10- 5 cm2 V-1 for holes.

3. Results. - 3.1 TSC MEASUREMENTS. - A

typical TSC curve obtained for hole trapping is shown in
figure 1, where a unique peak at 2’m = 216 K is clearly

FiG. 1. - Typical TSC curve obtained for an In-doped CdTe
sample in the case of hole trapping (applied bias 50 V). A
unique peak at Tm = 216 K is clearly visible. The rising part at

extreme right is due to dark current.

apparent. In such cases, the analysis can be performed
by the initial rise method, as proposed by Garlick
and Gibson [6], which states that in the rising part of
the TSC curve the current is proportional to

exp(- ETJkT). Therefore, the plot of the logarithm
of the current as a function of l/kT, as shown in
figure 2, gives directly a straight line of slope ET (the
progressive shifting from linear behaviour at high
currents is likely due to the overcoming of the critical
temperature Tc [7], above which the Garlick-Gibson
approximations are no more valid). The advantage
of this method lies essentially in the fact that it is

independent of recombination kinetics.

FIG. 2. - Analysis with the Garlick-Gibson method of
the rising side of figure 1. The slope indicates an energy of

0.154 eV (from valence band).

However, sometimes TSC curves behave in a more
complicated way, as shown in figure 3, where three
peaks are clearly evident. In these cases, a particular
method of reconstruction has been applied [8], which

FIG. 3. - Typical TSC curve showing three peaks at

Tm = 130 K, 169 K and 197 K respectively (applied bias 30 V,
hole trapping).

works as follows. The analysis can start either from the
low-temperature or from the high temperature end of
the curve. In the former case, ET is calculated by means
of the initial rise method, while a comparison with
Halperin-Braner formulae as modified by Chen [9]
should decide between first-order or second-order
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kinetics. Then, the total width w of the first peak can be
obtained, and the half-width towards fall-off of the

peak 5 = w - z (where i is the half-width towards

low-temperature side) can be evaluated. Finally, the
rising portion of the next peak can be obtained by
substraction, using the triangle approximation. Acti-
vation energies can then be evaluated by applying
Chen’s formulae [10] for general-order kinetics.
In the latter case, ET for the last peak (where inter-

ference due to neighbouring peaks is negligible) is
calculated by using Lushchik formulae as modified by
Chen [9], which make use only of 03B4. Then the total
width can be calculated, = w - 03B4 can be obtained,
and the analysis can be carried out in the same way as
reported before. It is worthwhile to remark that this
procedure has been adopted because the thermal

cleaning of the peaks or the use of the decayed ther-
mally stimulated currents [11] gave uncorrect results
in the sense that the high temperature peaks kept
memory of the lower temperature ones.

In the analysis, formulae due to Lushchik [12], who
assumes a strong retrapping, and to Keating [13]
and Grossweiner [14] (first-order kinetics) have also
been used. In general, the only limitation for applying
the various methods lies in the fact that some methods
work on the left half-width of the peak (as for example
Grossweiner’s and Halperin-Braner’s methods), others
work on the right half-width (such the Lushchnik’s
methods), while not always a peak is so separated from
neighbouring ones, that i and ô can be easily calculated.

Figure 4 shows a typical example of TSC curve
obtained for electron trapping, where a unique peak
appears at about 140 K. This peak, which corresponds
to an electron trap at 0.05 eV below the conduction
band, practically occurs in every CdTe sample grown
by Bridgman method.
The results obtained by TSC analysis show electron

traps at Ec - 0.05 eV and E,, - 0.34 eV, and hole
traps at Ev + 0.072 eV, Ev + 0.144 eV, Ev + 0.25-eV
and E, + 0.35 eV, with a good overall agréement

FIG. 4. - Typical TSC curve in the case of electron trapping
(applied bias 55 V, Tm = 144 K). 

_

among all methods of analysis which has been used.
These results will be discussed in a later seetion,
together with those ones obtained with SCLC and
other techniques, and with those ones quoted by other
authors. As an example, here we report the results
obtained for the trap at 0.144 eV with different

methods, since in this case it has been possible to use all
the methods we took into consideration. The only
exception is the Bube’s method, which assumes a
strong retrapping and which in almost all cases gives
results in strong disagreement with the other methods.
This comparison is shown in table I, where E03C4, E03B4 and EW

TABLE 1

Comparison with the results obtained by TSC for the hole trap at 0.144 eV as calculated by different methods
and assuming first-order, second-order kinetics or strong retrapping
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refer to trap energies calculated with formulae involv-
ing T, 5 and w respectively, and g, = 8 jw. Comments on
this table could be the following ones : 1) Methods
based on 5 or w could be sometimes unreliable, because
determination of ô can be affected by the dark current
(see Fig. 1) ; 2) The Grossweiner’s and Keating’s
methods give quite reasonable results, even if they are
out of the approximation range (ET = 8.7 kTm for
for Grossweiner’s method, and ET = 7.4 kTm for

Keating’s method) ; 3) It is relatively impossible to
decide between first and second-order kinetics in this

case, as also in the other ones, except in the sense that
first-order kinetics formulae seem to be in a better

agreement with kinetics-independent ones, at least for
the shallower peaks ; 4) Chen’s method is in good
agreement with Garlick-Gibson’s one and, being
simpler to apply and also kinetics-independent, should
be clearly preferable.

Table II reports a summary of detected traps, ener-
gies and their capture cross-sections ST, as calculated

TABLE II

Average values of energies of hole and electron traps
(ET) and relative capture cross-sections (ST)

with the formula due to Garlick-Gibson [7]. It is
worthwhile to note that also Grossweiner’s [14] and
Chen’s [10] formulae give practically the same results
for ST.

3.2 SCLC MEASUREMENTS. - A typical SCLC
characteristics obtained at RT for an In-doped CdTe
sample is shown in figure 5. One can easily observe an
ohmic region, a quadratic region (where space-charge
effects due to filling of traps play a role), a steeply
rising region, which can be interpreted as the trap-
filling limit (TFL), and which ends with a new quadra-
tic region. By using the Lampert’s model [15], which
assumes a single set of discrete trapping centers,
one obtains ET = 0.53 eV, with a density

Two facts are to be remarked at this point : 1) The
trap density is given by the relationship

where e is the static dielectric constant, VTFL is the
voltage at which TFL region begins and d is the sample
thickness. It is then obvious that samples of high

FIG. 5. - Typical I-V characteristics for an In-doped CdTe
sample, showing an example of a discrete level and of a trap-free

Mott-Gurney law.

purity, and therefore with a lower density of traps,
give a lower VTEL, i. e. more readily observable before
other effects (e. g. Joule’s heating or contact break-
down) can occur ; 2) In the case where the free carrier
density n &#x3E; NT, the sample behaves essentially like a
trap-free insulator and the current density J through it
can be expressed by the relationship

(where y is the drift mobility) usually referred as Mott-
Gurney law [16]. If one interprets the higher quadratic
region in this way taking into account that there are
no traps close in energy to 0.53 eV level in CdTe and
that the condition n &#x3E; NT is fulfilled, one obtains
Il = 400 cm2 V-1 s-1, which is quite reasonable for
the investigated sample. Unfortunately, there were no
other cases like this in the present preliminary measure-
ments, and therefore this point can be taken as an
indication of the possibilities of SCLC method.
The hypothesis of the Lampert’s model can be

overcome by using a new method of analysis [17]
which works directly on the I-V characteristics them-
selves without any particular assumption concerning
the nature of the trap distribution (e. g. discrete or

diffuse) and by which the parameters of the trap
distributions can be easily obtained. An example of
such an analysis is shown in figure 6, which displays the
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FIG. 6. - Behaviour of trapped electron density (nt) and
of dnt/dEF as a function of the quasi-Fermi level EF derived
from figure 5 by using the direct method [17]. An electron trap is

evident at 0.55 eV.

behaviour of the trapped electron density nt and of
dnt/dEF as a function of the quasi-Fermi level EF.
Clearly, since dn,/dEF is practically the energy distri-
bution of trapping centers, the peak indicates a

trapping center at about 0.55 eV, in a good agreement
with the previous determinations.
Another typical I-V characteristics, obtained also for

a n-type In-doped CdTe sample, is shown in figure 7.
In this case, the trap should be located at 0.62 eV from
conduction band, and trap concentration is much

higher, NT N 1012 cm-3. For completeness, still
another method of analysis has been used [18] which
assumes a practically gaussian energy distribution
of traps, either sharp (Tt  T) or diffuse (Tt &#x3E; T)
depending on the value of the crytical temperature Tt.
By this model, ET can be easily obtained with the
expression

where Nc is the density of states of conduction band.

FIG. 7. - Typical I-V characteristics obtained for an In-doped
sample, showing another example of an electron trapping level at

0.62 eV from the conduction band.

A comparison among the results obtained with these
different methods is shown in table III, both for elec-
trons and hole traps.

3.3 RESISTIVITY MEASUREMENTS. - In order to

support the previous results and because Hall effect
measurements in high resistivity samples were not
feasible, resistivity measurements as a function of

TABLE III

Comparison between the results obtained by various methods for calculating trap depths (ET)
and density (NT) from SCLC curves
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temperature were carried out in order to determine the
relevant activation energies. An example is shown in
figure 8, in which activation energies EA = 0.34, 0.047
and 0.012 eV are apparent (the last one might also be
due to a saturation of resistivity at low temperature).

FIG. 8. - Example of a resistivity versus temperature curve
for an In-doped sample. Activation energies are 0.34, 0.047 and

0.012 eV approximately.

4. Discussion. - Table IV reports an almost

complete comparison between the results obtained in
the present work and by other authors. In spite of
different methods used for growing CdTe, the overall
agreement is quite satisfactory. We shall examine
electron and hole traps separately and finally we shall
compare the various methods of characterization

among each other, since essentially this one was the
aim of this paper.

4:1 ELECTRON CENTERS. - Traps at 0.62 eV
and 0.53 eV were found in materials of different resisti-

vity and therefore it is not possible to decide if they
correspond to the same trap or, in the opposite case, if
the center at 0.62 eV is present also in the lower resisti-

vity material. These traps dominate the behaviour of
CdTe at room temperature and have a relatively large
capture cross-section (2 x 10-13 cm2 for 0.62 eV

trap). It is noteworthy the agreement with ref. [24],
which quotes ET = 0.65, NT - 8.5 x 1011 (see
Table III) and ST = 4 x 10-13 cm2, and which
concerns pulsed SCLC measurements.
The level at about 0.35 eV appears generally in

sample of relatively low resistivity (- 105 Qcm), but it
has been detected also in higher resistivity ones

(10’ Q cm) by TSC. It should correspond to a donor
(it is clearly evident in p(T) curves) and it should be
due probably to association between native defects
and impurities [21].

Finally, the level at about 0.05 eV has been detected
by many authors, it is present also in high resistivity
samples, and it should also correspond to a donor
(interstitial neutral Cd or substitutional neutral In) [25].
Obvious doubts can be raised for the level at 0.2 eV,
which has been seen only in p(T) curves.

4.2 HOLE TRAPS. - The level at about 0.35 eV
has been evidenced by many authors and should likely
correspond to charged substitutional Cu, or Ag or
Au [25], if also in highly purified crystals some of these
impurities are still present. It could also correspond to
a charged V cdIncd complex [25]. The capture cross-
section reported here (see Table II) is much smaller
than previously quoted [4]. The same consideration
holds for the level at 0.144 eV [4]. The level at 0.26 eV,
which should also correspond to an acceptor, has been
detected only by one author [5]. It is relatively strange
that the level at 0.14 eV, quoted by many authors and
corresponding probably to a singly ionized Cd

vacancy [25], is not present in our p(T) curves, while
it is present in almost all TSC curves. The level at
0.072 eV too is often present in TSC curves, it should
correspond to a donor, even if it has been quoted by
only two authors [20, 22], and with a satisfactory

TABLE IV

Comparison between the results obtained for trap depths (ET) in the present work and by other authors.
Energies are expressed in eV
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agreement with respect to ST [20]. It has been attri-
buted to a singly charged complex containing a Cd
vacancy [19].

4. 3 COMPARISON BETWEEN TSC AND SCLC METHODS.
- At a first sight, TSC and SCLC methods seem to be
quite complementary in nature, since while the former
one is more indicated for shallow traps, the latter one
can detect more easily deep traps, if carried out at room
temperature (see Table IV). The last one is clearly the
most important advantage of SCLC technique, since it
gives detailed informations concerning trapping levels
lying just above the Fermi level at room temperature,
and which should clearly more heavily affect the per-
formances of CdTe as nuclear detector. Another

advantage, already emphasized, is that this technique is
very sensitive to low concentrations of traps (see
Table III) or, better, it is even easier to apply when trap
densities are low, since VTFL is lower in these cases

(see eq. (1)). Finally, SCLC in steady state conditions is
an easy, inexpensive technique, which gives practically

immediate results, with no problems concerning data
analysis.
The drawbacks of SCLC lie in the fact that identifi-

cation of injected carriers is not provided (but it can be
supplied by pulsed SCLC) and that the realization of
injecting contacts may present some difficulties.
As far as TSC technique is concerned, problems

were encountered in low resistivity samples, because of
the high dark currents, and some memory effects,
which presented the use of the thermal cleaning
techniques. However, in these cases, the reconstruction
method proposed by Khare and Ranade [8] worked
satisfactorily. Superposing or interfering peaks are

clearly a problem for TSC method : as an example,
they may lead to incorrect results for the initial rise
analysis [6], if a small peak lies in the low temperature
tail of an higher temperature one. Moreover, if one
applies other methods, there is the problem of deciding
the kinetics order. In this respect, it seems that the
method of analysis proposed by Chen [9, 10] is to be
preferred, since it is kinetics-independent.
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